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2014 WINNER! NATIONAL INDIES EXCELLENCE AWARD â€“ NEW AGE FICTION Inspired by a

true story, LAVENDER is a fable for our times.Following the relentless quest of Penelope, an

unschooled, unscientific and unexpected vehicle for higher truths, LAVENDER engages you in

decoding dream-encrypted riddles and clues to a monolithic puzzle. As the hundreds of threads in

Penelope's dreams connect, we discover how intuition guided by spirituality can reveal startling

scientific fact. The choice emerges between healing the earth or ignoring Penelope's tormented

warning of our potential demise. Wound around a long-term study in dreaming consciousness,

LAVENDER brings David Bohm's quantum theory of cosmic unity to life through aspects of

fragmentation, timelessness, interconnectedness and wholeness.As a guide to the

waking-dreaming mind, LAVENDER reveals: â€¢ the transformational potential in long-term dream

journaling; â€¢ paranormal aspects inherent in dreaming; andâ€¢ how dreamers can crack their own

code.LAVENDER is charged with mystery and suspense, neither science fiction nor earthbound

whodunit, but a Who-Sent-It cosmological conundrum with outcomes supported by today's

headlines.
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This is a story about Judy's ( Penelope Peacock's) journey through life. From her early childhood

into the present, she has lead an extraordinary life which she generously and openly shares with

her readers. However, unlike most of us, Penelope is blessed with the uncanny ability to remember

and interpret and understand her numerous dreams. These dreams provide her with many clues



which in some instances help to explain what has or what will happen to her and in other instances

create more questions than answers. She started writing down her dreams in 1997 and the written

story takes off from there.Judy is a prolific dreamer and her dreams fall into two

categories......personal dreams abnd cosmic dreams. While most of us take our day to day life for

granted and merely accept what has or will happen to us on both a short term and long term basis,

Judy has developed or has been blessed with an abiliity to see into the future via her dreams so that

she can better understand the ramifications. However, her dreams and talents do not merely pertain

to the future or even the present.......she has become an expert on certain elements of the past. Her

theories and understanding of the tragedy of the Titanic in 1912 bring a whole new perspective to

this part of history. Her knowledge and insight into the French scientist Madam Curie and the

significance of her research and discoveries are remarkable. These are just a few examples from

her book.Based on her dreams, Judy's warnings of what the earth's population is doing to our

environment cannot be ignored.
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